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Biology basics: genetic and 
biochemical analysis

• We humans have about 25,000 genes.

• Bacteria (e.g., E. coli) have approx. 4,000 genes.

• Viruses are very simple, e.g., T7 has only 56 genes

• Viruses can't live independently; for instance, T7 virus
infect E. coli cells and hijacks their cellular machinery 
to make new virus particles. 

• New viruses fill the cells and burst them, allowing 
them to infect other cells.

• Studier decided to study T7 to understand a “simple” 
form of life.
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Figuring out how T7 works

John Dunn

• Studier’s first goal was to sequence the 40,000 base 
pairs of its DNA genome with BNL colleague John Dunn.  

• The T7 genome was amongst the first to be decoded.

Sequencing Gels
Genome Assembly
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RNA 

Polymerase

Promoter Gene

How do genes work?  

m

Like lightbulbs, genes need to be turned on too

Switch

On signal
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T7 brings its RNA polymerase enzyme, which recognizes the 
on-switches i.e., promoters in its own DNA.

How does the T7 virus hijack E. coli?



• T7 elements are so powerful, Studier used them to make an E. coli 
system that can churn out proteins using genes from anywhere.
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• Biochemistry of 
human disease

• Increasing crop 
productivity

• Making cancer 
therapeutics

• Other life-saving 
drugs

Using T7 polymerase/promoter to make any protein

• Studier’s T7 system has been used in over 220,000 published 
studies, with about 12,000 new ones being added every year 
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A recent topical example…

• BNL team used Studier’s T7 system to 
make PALS and E proteins

Qun Liu

• The team also showed that virulence depends 
on the E-PALS protein interaction

• Details of this interaction provided a new target 
for the design of drugs to prevent the 
interaction and block viral spread (Pfizer and 
others) 

• First major study from the NYS-funded cryo-
Electron Microscope helped us figure out how 
they interact

Krios Titan

E PALS

Nature Communications volume 12: 3433 (2021) 
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Vaccines to fight the COVID pandemic

• Flu vaccines are made by amplifying the 
virus in eggs

• The virus is extracted, killed and its 
antigens purified and used as a vaccine 

• The process scale-up can take up to a 
year 

• Pfizer and Moderna used Bill’s T7 system 
to make a new kind of COVID vaccine 
from spike protein mRNA instead of the 
virus
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Using T7 to accelerate vaccine scale up

• Can make many kilograms of RNA in a single batch, enough 
to vaccinate millions of people 

• Can change DNA sequence quickly to pivot to new variants

• Development in months instead of years

T7
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Modified Adenovirus 

containing COVID spike 

protein DNA
COVID 

DNA

Human 

cell

The J and J Vaccine is a Modified Adenovirus



Summary

• In solving the problem of making proteins for his own                     
studies he created a system that has powered biological advances, 
accelerating discoveries in biomedical research worldwide

• Application of his discoveries by Moderna and Pfizer in making the  
COVID-19 vaccine saved 140k deaths in the USA and over $900B         
in healthcare costs in first 5 months of 2020*, (global estimates are 
approximately 1.1M lives and 10M hospitalizations)

• A pretty good return on investment for curiosity-driven basic science.

• Bravo Bill!!

• In what started off as a basic science project to understand 
the biology and genetics of a model virus, Bill Studier made 
astute observations that helped him solve how to make viral 
RNA and proteins for study by his group at BNL

Bill Studier, 2012 

* https://bit.ly/3jm0Eb2


